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About This Content

Nothing invokes the sense of battle better than huge, tribal, epic drums. Since the earliest days mankind has used drums to
invoke the wrath of the Gods, for communion with higher spirits, and to instill fear in the hearts of the enemy.

Bittersweet Entertainment brings you Cinematic Drums, a fantastic mix of battle ready thunderous themes, ethnic
performances, modern EDM and techno hybrid beats, all the epic, bold, and battle ready rhythmic beats your games and battles

need.

Track list:
1- Ancient Method

2- Beast Drum
3- Crucial Tom
4- Death Rate
5- Drumland

6- Electric Desk
7- Epic Taiko
8- Filmbeat

9- Filmbeat 2
10- Filmbeat 3
11- Filmbeat 4
12- Gold Tower

13- Goliath
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14- Goliath 2
15- Horror Effect
16- Huge Impact

17- Impressive Hit
18- Machine's Drum

19- Metal Bell
20- Metal Bomb
21- Metalman

22- Metalman 2
23- More Than Now

24- Old Kit
25- Poison Drum

26- Ring of Power
27- Rolling Cake
28- Short Tom

Features:

28 BGM themes

Composed with high quality drums and percussion

.M4A, and .OGG formats included

Tested in and formatted for use in RPG Maker MV
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rpg maker mv - cinematic drums

Amazing game! but! to many invisible walls please tone down with the invisible walls it makes the game almost unplayable but
good concept. said their mother had bum cancer 10\/10. Way, way, way back this takes me! Playing this revives feelings of
playing chrono trigger and final fantasy back on the snes. Damn, those were good times. But the writing is way more unique
than those loveable old japanese RPG. This feels fresh, and I donno, more tailored to a western audiences tastes. I also feel like
there is even some reference to the old sierra online games (Leisure Suit Larry, anyone?!)... maybe I read to much into these
things? Cool game!. Lot of bugs. Doesn't stop to crash on a iMac 5K/El Capitan. Unplayable. I do not understand that this game
is still on sale... This game is beautiful and really well built and made, as long as you like a lot of time spent on character
interaction and a good paced story. I just really loved the mapping, the story, the characters, the themes and plot, the gameplay
mechanics, the extra depth and detail put in the game. It's really good!

It keeps you engaged and has been for me a lot of fun. I will admit though, for me, I did not use the crafting feature very much
as I rarely felt a need too, but it is optional and if you want to spend time on it there is a good number of items, weapons and
equipment you can craft.

I did use it a little near the beginning of the game, as it helped power up my characters then, but after finding specific rarer
equipment in chests I preferred to stick to those same weapons over the ones you could craft, until now, near the end, where
crafting again is useful.

The level design and the wraith for me were all positives, it just added to the experience for me. There is a lot of battles in this
game, and certain battles become lengthy, but with the given mechanics and everything else it is balanced and a lot of fun. You
don't feel you are forced to waste time in them, instead they engage you and you can easily enjoy even the more lengthy battles,
at least that's my positive experience with the gameplay and mechanics.

Beautifully well made maps. Some of them had slightly odd structures, but I can't complain because I still enjoyed every single
map and roaming anywhere.

To sum everything up, you get a good quality game here that I think a majority of people interested in RPG's would really enjoy
playing. I definitely would recommend this game.
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Now, I only have around 80 hours in this game. But I have played what it was back in its "hayday" and I have played what it is
now. There was a point in my time of playing robocraft in which I couldn't stop playing. It was a drug, and an outlet to let my
creatvity go head-to-head against other people's equally absurd ideas. What it is now, I can't really understand what went wrong.
Call me melodramatic, but how does one screw up a wonderful game so  BADLY ? I don't know.
All in all, this game has become what it worked so hard to go against. A game that requires very little creativity and a
lot of mommy's money.

Don't let me change your view of this game, give it a try. But know that you are playing a shell of a once mighty game.

. This game is "so bad it's good" in a similar sense to how bad movies can be so bad they're good. I had to mess around
with my graphics card menu for a while to get the game running at the full frame rate, and once I did I at first thought
the game was actually running way too fast. Given the trailer I think it was about right though, so I forged ahead. At
this incredible game speed, with only 1 hp, the game actually wraps around from "fast-paced" back to slow again,
because you can't react to things, you can only employ cheap tactics that let you eliminate the enemies without really
fighting them. Like purposefully going in front of a security camera, then throwing incredible bouncing shuriken down
the hallway as the entire level's force rushes out in a line to meet you.

Speaking of shuriken, shuriken (and bullets) that you fire bounce back and hit you in the face a lot of the time, it's
ridiculous.

The setting reminds me of Blade, if Blade was a bad movie. The aesthetics look a bit like a bizarre art movie I saw once
about being abducted by aliens when doing drugs.

It's even movie-length, what a convenient coincidence.. It's buggy, but so is the game. It did what it says and I have a
blast using it. The bugs can make it frustrating but until this game has a direct competitor, I can't complain.. Same as
the non-Christmas version: Very enjoyable game that clearly takes inspiration from Plants vs. Zombies, but it's a
proper tower defense (not lane defense). It looks a bit like a mobile port, but it doesn't have any of the annoying aspects
that often come from this. No grind for currency to buy upgrades or such; towers and upgrades are unlocked just by
playing.

Pro:
There's a good tower selection with different abilities (slow, air attack, multiple targets, DoT...) and consumables that
drop from enemies that can be placed on the path, all of which stays relevant throughout the levels.
3 settings - easy, normal, hard - and 2 game modes, though they can't be selected. Most maps are regular "buy towers
as you see fit", a few are "use random towers given to you".
Encyclopedia with enemy, tower and consumable documentation.
Fun, colorful look and non-annoying music.
Trading cards and reasonable achievements.
No map recycles.
Christmas version adds more consumables\/path traps (ice mines, blizzard, snowballs)

Con:
Somewhat short, I wish there were more levels or maybe mini games.. Wasn't entirely sure what to expect from the
game. Was kind of hoping for something with tron style disc throwing... This is not that but it's still interesting.

The disc is basicaly a generic physics object so it's like throwing a lofty brick, not a frisby. It can be quite difficult to
aim your throw with it as well due to expectation on how it should behave but I suspect it's something you'll overcome
with practice. It's in early access at time of writing so the mechanics might change as well, possibly improved. The
system is workable at the moment regardless.

What makes it interesting is the ability to call it back to the hand of your choice and getting a score multiplier for
hitting enemies that you had previously missed from behind as it returns to your hand. This makes it more dynamic
and makes missing a bit less frustraiting as you might have a second shot at taking out the enemy for an even higher
reward.
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While held it acts as a shield and allows you to reflect enemies shots back at them. It was a really nice design choice to
make a hud on the shield that it gives you targeting reticle with which to aim shots back. I think this could be expanded
in later developement to show player health on the shield and more importantly a radar like feature that shows where
enemies are realitive to the direction you are facing so you know when they are charging up for a shot behind you.

Basically the game is space pirate trainer with throwable weapon instead of guns. The difference is it is much more
reasonably priced for a wave based game and thus gets my recommendation on bang for buck value.. Dungeon's
Barrage is a fun Bullet hell SHMUP, you can chose between various characters, each one with unique abilities and
attacks to defend yourself against many enemies.

Pros:
-Fun Gameplay.
-Nice Music.
-Nice Graphics.
-Challenging.
-Has a really nice diversity in gameplay.

Cons:
-Can become monotonous.
-Needs more and moving enemies.
-Some classes feel underpowered and incompatible with some difficulty levels.

Overall, it's an really good game, for the price it is, it's really worth it.
Also, dward is brother. The current version only has about an hour's content but what's there is good and very
promising. It is somewhat similar to Vanishing Realms, you explore an unknown world and have to fight enemies and
solve puzzles along the way. The graphics and sound are good. Would be one of the best VR games if the developers
added more content.. Fun little indie shooter. Has some issues that did not impact gameplay for me. Get it on sale or
with a coupon. My couple of bucks was well spent.
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